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Introduction

There are two alternative approaches in the literature on the dynamics of unemployment. The first approach is based on the theory of the natural rate of unemployment introduced by Friedman [1968] and Phelps [1967, 1968]. Under this theory, the economy can depart from the natural rate of unemployment in the short run due to nominal shocks. However, in the long run, the economy is expected to achieve an equilibrium indicated by the natural rate of unemployment. The second approach to the dynamics of unemployment was presented by Blanchard and Summers [1986], who proposed what is known as the hysteresis theory. The authors suggested that high and persistent unemployment is the result of nominal or real shocks. They argued that theories advocating the existence of a natural rate of unemployment or a non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU) failed to identify the endogenous impact of a surge in unemployment on the long-run natural rate.

The assessment of the hysteresis issue has important policy implications. Blanchard and Summers [1986] claim that their wage-barraging model, which explains the causes of the hysteresis of unemployment, indicates that demand expansionary policy can have a long-term impact on the level of unemployment. The demand shocks triggered by this kind of policy can lower unemployment regardless of its source. However, according to Blanchard and Summers [1986], such positive effects can only be achieved when the demand expansionary policy is unexpected. Also, supply shocks can cause similar positive effects.

According to the statistical approach, the two above-mentioned theories can be described in the following way: the natural rate hypothesis implies that the deviations in unemployment from the natural rate are temporary, and therefore the unemployment rate will be a stationary series with a stable long-run steady state. Meanwhile, the strictest form of hysteresis implies that all shocks to unemployment will result in permanent effects and the unemployment rate will be a non-stationary series with a unit root.

In literature, there are several approaches applied in testing hysteresis in unemployment. The first approach is based on the classical unit root tests, i.e. usually the Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) or Phillips-Perron tests. The second strand of literature considers the existence of structural breaks in the unemployment rate. In the third approach, panel data is used to increase the power of the tests. Panel unit root tests can also account for structural breaks in the unemployment rate. A thorough review of the applied studies concerning testing hysteresis in unemployment is offered by Lee and Chang [2008].

It is well known that unemployment rises faster during a recession than it falls during a boom [Akdoğan, 2017]. Due to this asymmetry, conventional unit root tests fail to reject the non-stationary hypothesis, since, as pointed out by Caner and Hansen [2001], they do not differentiate nonlinearity from non-stationarity. Therefore, there is a need to account for this asymmetry. The first approach to address the asymmetry is the above-mentioned unit root tests with structural breaks. It was proved that unit root tests, which ignore the
possibility of structural breaks, may erroneously show the presence of hysteresis. For instance, Papell et al. [2000], by introducing structural breaks, rejected the null hypothesis of non-stationarity in 10 of 16 OECD countries, in which they previously failed to reject the null hypothesis using the ADF test. The second approach is the use of nonlinear models and the particularly appealing threshold unit root test proposed by Caner and Hansen [2001].

Taking the above approaches into account, the main aim of this study is to check the hypothesis of hysteresis in unemployment in Poland. Another aim is to determine whether the rate of unemployment in Poland is a nonlinear process. Finally, regarding the above-presented shortcomings of conventional unit root tests, it would be interesting to verify the hypothesis of the unemployment rate in Poland with a threshold unit root test. Taking into account economic policy, the failure to reject the null hypothesis of non-stationarity means that shocks to the unemployment rate will have a permanent effect on its level, while nonlinearity of the unemployment rate indicates that its response to shocks is asymmetric.

The possibility of hysteresis of unemployment in Poland was first pointed out by Wojtyna [1994]. While the issue of estimating the natural rate of unemployment for the Polish economy was frequently analysed, for example by Socha and Sztanderska [2000], Kwiatkowski [2002], Arendt [2005], Kelm [2009], Roszkowska [2013], and Welfe and Leszkiewicz-Kędzior [2013], the problem of hysteresis in unemployment in Poland was rarely studied. However, some of the above-mentioned studies, i.e. Kwiatkowski [2002] and Kelm [2009], suggested that there might be hysteresis in unemployment in Poland since the estimated natural rate of unemployment changed in the same direction as the observed rate of unemployment. The exceptions are the studies of Arendt [2005] and Mielich-Iwanek [2009]. Internationally, research by León-Ledesma and McAdam [2004], Yilanci [2008] and Akdoğan [2017] yielded findings on hysteresis in unemployment in Poland.

The remaining part of this paper is structured in the following way: section 2 presents the employed methodology, namely the estimation procedure for TAR models and the testing procedure for nonlinearity and unit root; in section 3, the data used in the study is described; in the fourth section the main empirical findings are presented; and the last section concludes.

The Threshold Autoregression (TAR) Model

In this section, the estimation procedure for threshold autoregression (TAR) models and the testing procedure for nonlinearity and non-stationarity in TAR models are briefly outlined. A thorough review of the development of TAR models is offered in Tong [2011], while the possible application of such models in economics is explored in Hansen [2011].

The model used in this study is the following two-regime threshold autoregression (TAR):
\[ \Delta y_t = x_t' \theta_1 1_{\{Z_{t-1} < \lambda\}} + x_t' \theta_2 1_{\{Z_{t-1} \geq \lambda\}} + e_t \]  

where \( x_t = (y_{t-1}, \ldots, \Delta y_{t-k})' \), \( 1 \) is the indicator function, \( e_t \) is the iid error, and the threshold variable is of the following form: \( Z_{t-1} = y_{t-1} - y_{t-1-m} \), for delay parameters \( m \geq 1 \), and \( r \) is a vector of deterministic components including an intercept and possibly a linear trend. The threshold \( \lambda \) is unknown. It takes on values in the interval \( \lambda \in \Lambda = [\lambda_1, \lambda_2] \) where \( \lambda_1 \) and \( \lambda_2 \) are picked, so that \( P(Z_t \leq \lambda_1) = \pi_1 > 0 \) and \( P(Z_t \leq \lambda_2) = \pi_2 < 1 \). It is convenient to treat \( \pi_1 \) and \( \pi_2 \) symmetrically so that \( \pi_2 = 1 - \pi_1 \), which imposes the restriction that no "regime" has less than \( \pi_1 \) % of the total sample. In this study \( \pi_1 \) is set to 15%. The parameters \( \theta_1 \) are the slopes when \( Z_{t-1} < \lambda \), and \( \theta_2 \) are the slopes when \( Z_{t-1} \geq \lambda \). For practical reasons it is useful to partition the vectors \( \theta_1 \) and \( \theta_2 \) in the following way:

\[
\theta_1 = \begin{bmatrix} \rho_1 \\ \alpha_1 \\ \beta_1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad \theta_2 = \begin{bmatrix} \rho_2 \\ \alpha_2 \\ \beta_2 \end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( \rho_1 \) and \( \rho_2 \) are the slope coefficients on \( y_{t-1} \), \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are the slopes on the constant term, and \( \beta_1, \beta_2 \) are the slope coefficients on \( (\Delta y_{t-1}, \ldots, \Delta y_{t-k}) \) in the two regimes.

The TAR model in (1) can equivalently be written as:

\[ \Delta y_t = x_t(\lambda)' \theta + e_t, \]  

(1')

where \( \theta = (\theta_1', \theta_2')' \). The above equation can be estimated by least squares (LS), which is equivalent to the maximum likelihood estimation under the auxiliary assumption that \( e_t \) is iid \( N(0, \sigma^2) \). The most convenient method to obtain LS estimates is to use sequential conditional LS. For a given value of each \( \lambda \), the LS estimate of \( \theta \) is:

\[
\hat{\theta}(\lambda) = \left( \sum_{t=1}^{r} x_t(\lambda)x_t(\lambda)' \right)^{-1} \left( \sum_{t=1}^{r} x_t(\lambda)y_t \right)
\]

with residuals \( \hat{e}_t(\lambda) = y_t - x_t(\lambda)' \hat{\theta}(\lambda) \), and residual variance:

\[
\hat{\sigma}^2(\lambda) = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{r} \hat{e}_t^2(\lambda) \]  

(2)

The LS estimate of \( \lambda \) is the value that minimises the above equation (2):

\[
\hat{\lambda} = \text{argmin } \hat{\sigma}^2(\lambda)
\]

where \( \Lambda = [\lambda_1, \lambda_2] \).
The primary interest of this study is to find out whether the unemployment rate in Poland is a linear or nonlinear process. Consequently, the following null hypothesis will be tested:

$$H_0 : \theta_1 = \theta_2$$

In order to test this hypothesis, the standard Wald statistic $W_t$ can be used, and it can be written in the following way:

$$W_t(\lambda) = T \left( \frac{\hat{\sigma}^2}{\hat{\sigma}^2(\lambda)} - 1 \right)$$

where $\hat{\sigma}^2$ is defined above as residual variance (2), and $\hat{\sigma}^2_0$ is the residual variance from OLS estimation of the linear model, i.e. under the null hypothesis.

The simulation method to calculate critical values and $p$-values for such tests for stationary data was presented by Hansen [1996]. However, if the time-series has a unit root, the bootstrap distribution will be inconsistent for the correct sampling distribution. Caner and Hansen [2001] suggested a solution to this issue taking into consideration two bootstrap methods. They refer to the first method, applicable to a stationary case, as the “unrestricted bootstrap”, while referring to the other one, applicable to a unit root case, as the “restricted bootstrap”. Following Caner and Hansen [2001], the unrestricted bootstrap procedure can be described as follows: let $(\hat{\rho}, \hat{\beta}, \hat{F})$ be estimates of $(\rho, \beta, F)$, the bootstrap distribution $W^b_t$ is a conditional distribution determined by the random inputs $(\hat{\rho}, \hat{\beta}, \hat{F})$, and the estimates of $(\hat{\rho}, \hat{\beta})$ are obtained by OLS, while $\hat{F}$ is the empirical distribution of the OLS residuals. Subsequently, $e^b_t$ is a random draw from $\hat{F}$, while $y^b_t$ is generated as $\Delta y^b_t = \hat{\rho} y^b_{t-1} + \hat{\beta} \Delta y^b_{t-1} + e^b_t$ where $\Delta y^b_{t-1} = (\Delta y^b_{t-1}, \ldots, \Delta y^b_{t-k})'$. The initial values for the recursion can be set to sample values of the demeaned series. The distribution of $y^b_t$ is the bootstrap distribution of the OLS residuals. Let $W^b_t$ be the threshold Wald test calculated from the $y^b_t$ series. The distribution of $W^b_t$ is the bootstrap distribution of the Wald test. Its bootstrap $p$-value is approximated by the frequency of simulated $W^b_t$ that exceed $W_T$.

The constrained bootstrap distribution is estimated by imposing the true unit root restriction i.e. $\rho = 0$. As a consequence, the estimates of $(\rho, \beta, F)$ are set to $(0, \hat{\rho}, \hat{F})$, where $(\hat{\beta}, \hat{F})$ were defined previously. Then random samples of $y^b_t$ are generated from $\Delta y^b_t = \hat{\beta} \Delta y^b_{t-1} + e^b_t$ with $e^b_t$ drawn randomly from $\hat{F}$. These samples are unit root processes. The estimated $p$-value is obtained as previously, by calculating the percentage of the simulated $W^b_t$ that exceed the observed $W_T$. Having obtained both bootstrap $p$-values under unrestricted and restricted cases, Caner and Hansen [2001] recommend basing inference on the more conservative (larger) $p$-value.

The second main hypothesis to be verified concerns unit roots and stationarity in the TAR model. First, it is tested whether $y_t$ can be described as having a “unit root”, and therefore the following null hypothesis is tested:

$$H_0 : \rho_1 = \rho_2 = 0$$

(3)
The parameters $\rho_1, \rho_2$ control the stationarity of the $y_t$ process. Moreover, the result of the test indicates whether there is hysteresis of unemployment or not. The first hypothesis to be verified is the following:

$$H_1 : \rho_1 < 0 \text{ and } \rho_2 < 0$$

Additionally, the partial unit root can be distinguished, in the case of which the alternative hypothesis takes the following form:

$$H_2 : \begin{cases} 
\rho_1 < 0 \text{ and } \rho_2 = 0 \\
\rho_1 = 0 \text{ and } \rho_2 < 0 
\end{cases}$$

In order to test for (3) against the unrestricted alternative: $\rho_1 \neq 0$ or $\rho_2 \neq 0$, the Wald statistic in the following form can be used:

$$R_{2T} = t_1^2 + t_2^2$$

where $t_1$ and $t_2$ are the $t$ ratios for $\rho_1$ and $\rho_2$ from the OLS regression. Still, according to Caner and Hansen [2001], this statistic is ill-focused, and therefore, the simple one-sided Wald statistic should be considered as follows:

$$R_{1T} = t_1^2 1_{[\rho_1<0]} + t_2^2 1_{[\rho_2<0]}$$

which is testing $H_0$ against the one-sided alternative $\rho_1 < 0$ or $\rho_2 < 0$. While this test statistic can justify the rejection of the unit root hypothesis, it cannot discriminate between the stationary case $H_1$ and the partial unit root case $H_2$. Therefore, following the Caner and Hansen [2001] suggestion, the individual $t$-statistics $t_1$ and $t_2$ should be investigated. Similar to their study, the negative of the $t$ statistics i.e. $-t_1$ and $-t_2$ will be considered, so that the test rejects the null hypothesis in the case of large values of the test statistic. If either $-t_1$ or $-t_2$ is statistically significant, it would be consistent with the partial unit root case $H_2$, making it possible to distinguish among $H_0$, $H_1$ and $H_2$. All the above test statistics are continuous functions of the $t$ ratios $t_1$ and $t_2$. In order to unify the presentation, a class of test statistics is considered: $R_T = R(t_1, t_2)$, where $R(x_1, x_2)$ is a continuous function of $x_1$ and $x_2$. To facilitate the inference process, the $R_T = R(\cdot, \cdot)$ is normalised, so that $H_0$ is rejected for large values of $R_T$, as it is true for the specific tests described above. The remaining issue to be resolved is to determine the sampling distribution of the test under $H_0$.

Caner and Hansen [2001] suggested the bootstrap methods to approximate the distributions of $R_T$. They distinguished a bootstrap distribution, which imposes an identified threshold effect or imposes an unidentified threshold effect. Furthermore, they showed that the asymptotic distribution of $R_T$ is different in those two cases, therefore the bootstrap distribution is likely to be significantly different as well. The unidentified threshold bootstrap imposes
the following restrictions: $\theta = \theta_1 = \theta_2$ and $\rho = 0$. Random samples of $y^b_t$ are generated from the model $\Delta y^b_t = \tilde{\beta}' \Delta y^b_{t-1} + e^b_t$, where $e^b_t$ is drawn randomly from $\tilde{F}$ and $\tilde{\beta}$ is obtained by OLS. Subsequently, for each $y^b_t$ sample the $R^b_t$ test statistic is calculated. The estimated bootstrap $p$-value is the percentage of the simulated $R^b_t$ that exceed the observed $R_T$.

The identified threshold bootstrap requires simulation from a unit root TAR process. To generate $y^b_t$ samples from the model (1), the following estimates obtained from the unrestricted model are used: $(0, \tilde{\alpha}_1, \tilde{\beta}_1, 0, \tilde{\alpha}_2, \tilde{\beta}_2, \hat{\lambda}, \hat{F})$.

Again, each $R^b_t$ sample is calculated, and the estimate of the bootstrap $p$-value is the percentage of $R^b_t$ that exceed $R_T$. On the basis of a comparison of the performance of unidentified and identified threshold bootstrap procedures, Caner and Hansen [2001] recommend calculating $p$-values using the unidentified threshold bootstrap.

In this study, all the results below were obtained with the GAUSS code written by Bruce Hansen, which was downloaded from: www.ssc.wisc.edu/~bhansen. The bootstrap $p$-values were calculated from 10,000 replications.

**Macroeconomic Data**

In the study, the rate of unemployment in Poland is analysed in the period from the second quarter (Q2) of 1992 to the fourth quarter (Q4) of 2017. The unemployment rate was constructed on the basis of data obtained from the Central Statistical Office [2018a, b] as the ratio of unemployed to the total labour force. However, there are several problems with that dataset. First of all, until the fourth quarter of 1999, data were reported for the end of February, May, August and November but not on a quarterly basis. Therefore, in this study, the reported rate of unemployment until the first quarter of 1999 was treated as if it were a quarterly rate of unemployment. Secondly, some observations on the unemployment rate are missing, such as the unemployment rate for May 1999 (second quarter) and August 1999 (third quarter). While Bartosik and Mycielski [2016] used interpolation to fill in the missing data, the X-12 ARIMA programme was used for this study. What’s more, the aforementioned programme was used to seasonally adjust the data. In Figure 1, two unemployment rate series, one not seasonally adjusted (NSA UR) and the other seasonally adjusted (SA UR), are presented.

Generally, there are three waves of unemployment that can be distinguished in Poland [Bartosik, 2012]. The first one was observable in the beginning of the country’s transformation to a market economy in the early 1990s. Unemployment rose until the first quarter of 1994 (15.93%). Later, it declined on the whole, though with occasional spikes until the third quarter of 1998 (10.24%). The second, strongest wave of unemployment in the Polish economy was recorded…

---

2 The programme is available in the GRETL econometric software package.
from 1998 to 2004. Unemployment peaked in the third quarter of 2004 when it rose to 20.67%. Later the rate of unemployment steadily decreased, falling to 6.61% in the third quarter of 2008. The observed fall of unemployment was likely attributable to high migration from Poland [Grabowska-Lusińska and Okołski, 2008]. The third wave of unemployment was the weakest, with the rate rising mildly until it reached its peak in the first quarter of 2013. Ever since then, unemployment in Poland has been falling, hitting a low of 4.48% in the fourth quarter of 2017, its lowest level since 1992.

**Empirical Results**

In order to adequately describe the short-run dynamics of the unemployment rate in Poland, \( p=6 \) was set. Subsequently, the choice of the lag length based on the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayes-Schwarz Information Criterion (BIC) was tested. The results of the conducted test given in Table 1 indicate that the optimal lag order is \( p=2 \).

Table 2 presents the estimation results for the linear model, which was estimated by OLS. The ADF statistic for \( \rho \) is – 1.990. Therefore, the conclusion is that the linear representation of unemployment has a unit root.
Table 1. The choice of lag length for the ADF test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lag order</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-765.82</td>
<td>-755.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-770.65</td>
<td>-757.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-763.17</td>
<td>-747.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-759.87</td>
<td>-741.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-761.46</td>
<td>-740.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-768.46</td>
<td>-745.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations.

Table 2. Linear model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>t-ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>constant</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>1.985**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trend</td>
<td>-3.82e-05</td>
<td>2.13e-05</td>
<td>-1.789*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>y_{t-1}</td>
<td>-0.029</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-1.9901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δy_{t-1}</td>
<td>0.304</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>3.223***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δy_{t-2}</td>
<td>-0.361</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>3.797***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: ***, **, * indicate significance at 1%, 5% and 10% levels respectively. ^ ADF statistic. Source: Own calculations.

In the case of the TAR model, the AIC and BIC (Table 3) were calculated in order to choose the appropriate lag order. Once again, the p=6 was started from. However, in that case, there was no need for a further reduction of the lag order.

Table 3. The choice of lag order for the TAR process

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>p</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>-782.00</td>
<td>-771.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>-788.00</td>
<td>-774.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>-784.00</td>
<td>-768.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>-778.00</td>
<td>-759.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>-788.00</td>
<td>-767.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>-806.00</td>
<td>-782.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations.

The following issue to be resolved in this study is whether the TAR model is a better representation of the unemployment rate than the linear model. Wald statistics with an assumption that m is known and fixed are presented in Table 4. The null hypothesis of no threshold is only rejected at a 1% level of significance in the case of m = 3. However, this testing methodology is criticised because it is conditional on m, while m is generally unknown. Therefore, the
bootstrap $p$-value was recalculated, while allowing for the estimation of $m$. It indicates that the TAR model with $m=3$ is still statistically significant, though at 5% significance level. Therefore, further calculations will be presented only for that model.

Table 4. Bootstrap threshold test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$W_t$</th>
<th>10% CV</th>
<th>5% CV</th>
<th>1% CV</th>
<th>$p$-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td>0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>0.928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>38.1</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>34.5</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>25.9</td>
<td>28.7</td>
<td>34.9</td>
<td>0.809</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>35.3</td>
<td>0.095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>29.2</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>0.217</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations.

Table 5 shows the estimation results of the TAR model. In particular, the obtained estimate of $\lambda$ indicates that 80% of the observations lie in regime 1, where $y_{t-1} - y_{t-4} < 0.967$ percentage points (p.p.), and 20% of the observations lie in regime 2, where $y_{t-1} - y_{t-4} \geq 0.967$ p.p.

Table 5. Least squares estimates of threshold model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>$Z_{t-1} &lt; \lambda$</th>
<th>$Z_{t-1} \geq \lambda$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Estimate</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.00626***</td>
<td>0.00238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trend</td>
<td>-3.75e-005**</td>
<td>1.84e-005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$y_{t-1}$</td>
<td>-0.0381</td>
<td>0.0137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta y_{t-1}$</td>
<td>0.557***</td>
<td>0.121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta y_{t-2}$</td>
<td>-0.043</td>
<td>0.115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta y_{t-3}$</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta y_{t-4}$</td>
<td>0.00193</td>
<td>0.102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta y_{t-5}$</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.0898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta y_{t-6}$</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>0.0904</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: As in Table 1.

Source: Own calculations.

The next question posed in this study concerns the presence of a threshold unit root. Threshold unit root test statistics $R_{1t}$, $R_{2t}$, $t_1$ and $t_2$ for a delay parameter equal to 3 were calculated. Table 4 reports the bootstrap $p$-values. The results suggest that there was no case where there was a possibility to reject the null hypothesis indicating that the rate of unemployment in Poland is
a non-stationary process. Therefore it can be concluded that there is hysteresis of unemployment in Poland.

Table 6. Unit Root Test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>m</th>
<th>$R_{2T}$</th>
<th>$R_{1T}$</th>
<th>$t_1$</th>
<th>$t_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.710</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.967</td>
<td>0.560</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations.

The unemployment rate is by construction a bounded variable scaled to range from 0 to 100. Therefore it cannot strictly be a linear unit root process. This feature of the unemployment rate may bias the results. To explore this issue, following Caner and Hansen [2001], the four transformations of the dependent variable have been examined. The results reported in Table 9 show that the transformation of the dependent variable has partly confirmed earlier conclusions. In all cases, the linear ADF statistic indicates that the rate of unemployment in Poland is a non-stationary process. However, it was found that the hypothesis of linearity cannot be rejected in favour of threshold nonlinearity in the case of the first and second types of transformation of the dependent variable, while it can be rejected at a 5% level of significance for the third and fourth types of transformation. Furthermore, the results of unit root tests confirm previous findings that the null hypothesis cannot be rejected, implying the hysteresis of unemployment in Poland.

Table 7. Results for alternative specifications of dependent variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dependent variable</th>
<th>ADF statistic</th>
<th>Log-Likelihood</th>
<th>$W_t$ p-value</th>
<th>$R_{1T}$ p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ln(URt/(1-URt))</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
<td>417.00</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln(URt)</td>
<td>-1.92</td>
<td>417.00</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>–100ln(1-URt/100)</td>
<td>-2.47</td>
<td>412.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100(exp(URt/100)-1)</td>
<td>-2.47</td>
<td>412.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own calculations.

The obtained results are in line with previous studies on Polish unemployment conducted by Arendt [2006] and Mielich-Iwanek [2009], who also found hysteresis to be present in unemployment in Poland. However, the reported results are contrary to the findings of Yilanci [2008], who argues that the unemployment rate in Poland is a nonlinear but stationary process, while Akdoğan [2017] suggests that it is linear and stationary. Similarly, León-Ledesma and McAdam [2004] claim that the unemployment rate in Poland is stationary.

According to the results obtained by Akdoğan [2017], the rate of unemployment is a nonlinear and non-stationary series in the following 13 countries: Bulgaria, France, Germany, Iceland, Italy, Japan, Luxemburg, Malta, Norway, Portugal, Slovenia, Sweden, and the UK.
Conclusions

In this study, it was found that the unemployment rate in Poland is a non-linear process. From an economic policy point of view, the nonlinearity of unemployment has an important policy implication, since, as Bean [1997] points out, unemployment does not respond in the same way as expansionary and contractionary shocks. This pattern is explained by Hamermesh and Pfann [1996], who found asymmetries in the adjustment costs of labour faced by companies. The costs of hiring or dismissing could be asymmetric due to search costs or training costs. At the macro level, this implies that if the cost of positive adjustments (hiring) is higher than the cost of negative adjustments (dismissing), it will take longer to rise from a trough to a peak, and additionally the troughs will be deeper.

What’s more, results derived from linear and nonlinear TAR models do not support the natural rate of unemployment theory. Therefore, all the reported findings suggest that there is hysteresis of unemployment in Poland, which means that all shocks to unemployment have permanent effects with no tendency to revert to a long-run steady state or the natural rate. That has important economic policy implications, since it is difficult to forecast future movements in the unemployment rate due to the fact that it will not return to its natural rate.

Moreover, when the rate of unemployment is stationary, it is possible to forecast changes in the inflation rate on the basis of the Phillips curve. Still, in the case of the non-stationary unemployment rate, this leads to difficulties in obtaining an appropriate growth rate of demand, one compatible with the inflation target.

Further extensions of this study may include the application of the threshold vector error-correction model (VECM), such as in Hansen and Seo [2002], who used threshold VECM with one cointegrating vector and a threshold effect on the error-correction term. Also, the conclusions from this study may be verified using panel unit root tests. The panel may, for example, cover Central and Eastern European (CEE) countries. A similar study was performed by León-Ledesma and McAdam [2004], but it was based on data from 1991 to 2001. Therefore, their data covered the transition period in the CEE region. The main conclusion from the above-mentioned study was that the unemployment rate in those countries was stationary with multiple equilibriums. It would be interesting to check whether that conclusion is still valid.
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